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SSSGB51S Concrete nuclear vassals ara submitted to prestressing forças vhicb l ia i t tensile atraasaa 
Is, concrete when the vasaal la under preaaure vith thexaal gradienta. Eenc», tha cost cevare 
conditions for concrata appear when tha vessel la pxestressed aad not suhaittad to Internal pleasure. 
fJe» triaxial state» of atraaa in tha concrete say be cosputed postdating tlastie or othar behaviour 
•ad eoapaxed with safa liait» obtained froa rupture testa or fatigue testa. 

The first part of the paper, xacalls esperineatal ruptura raenlts and tha acceptability 
asoeeduxve currently used. Criteria founded on tha leanisccid surf-teas ax» proposed, paranaters for 
vMch ar» obtained by virions tests and safety consSderatioua. 

la tb» aaeond part, rapture testa ara reported on snail, thick, cylindrical veeeels 
subaitted to external hydraulic pressure aiaulatlag prastresslng forses. Materials «sad ara plain 
eonerat», tticroconcrete, Barbie and graphite. The atrengtha obtained are such higher than thoaa 
«bleb could b» elaatically coaputed, triaxlal raptor» states being provided by previous experlsisnte. 
Sash rasults say ba du» to a plastis atrass redletribution bafora fractura and to stabilizing affects 
of strass gradients around tha- BOTS atrassad azaaa.. 

Fatigua teats by external bydxdt'lic loading ara reported» 

XSE2OS0CTOOS 

1. Tb» two Batarials used in tha construction 
of nuclear vessels viz. concrete and steal, have 
*-ry different propertlea and deaand quite 
different precautions in design and construction. 
Cals bas been widely studied in published papesa. 
I t seeaa however desirable to snoarise the 
principal pointât 

— through the use of rrestressad concrete what» 
ever the global dineasioas, one can aecuxa a 
continuity of tensile resistance by the us» of 
Buserous high tensile steal tendons. In pressure 
vessels fabricated froa alld nteel i t ia 
difficult to be quite certain that there are no 
defects in the material especially in tenaila 
ligtsants. 

- prestressed concrete, used ia thick vailed and 
«old structures, peroits » large neasure of 
surveillance during operation. 

- the type of construction usually adopted leads 
to a structure in which, i f the pressure i s 
increased indefinitely, failste « i l l take place 
i a a progressive Banner. &n~y+* u » i « t 

2 . Fears are soxetioes ezpraased regarding 
the peroanenee of the quality of preatreaaing 
tenions and anchorage». In this field only 
eosBos nod*» of deterioration need be feared, 
ea account of redundancy of tendons. Such 
deteriorations oust be avoided by proven pre
caution» which can ba Bade at rigorous as 
desired, by lapwing appropriate quality 
eon trois. 

3. Other fears concern the rbeologlcal 
behaviour of concrete vhier la intricate and 
aakee the evaluation of local atresa difficult. 
One can nention PU2H3 (1), who eaphaaizea how 
•neb concrete adapts itself and "forgiveo" the 
local defects, and the discussion by EKGUIQ 
who Bentlons that, after operation at 
tenperature for sons tine, i f the vessel i s 
allowed to cool, there ia a risk of tenaila . 
•trass and cracking at the inaida.- ' 

4. In the frasework of FCPv" atudiea carried 
cut by CBA, Bl? and the Société d'Etudes de 
Caissons Bucloalre» (S2CS), which have been 
reported by CÛSTES, RIQ70IS and UCROZX (22), 
soae acceptance criteria have been prepared 
and are used ia the French projects* 

5. The purpose of this paper i s to collect 
evidence about such criteria, taking into 
account seas divergent opinions which have 
already been published. Rasults of aultiaxial 
tests en concrete with bcaogeneoos «trees 
fields are reviewed, and a new swries of tests 
on thick tubes i s reported, showing the, effects 
of stress redistribution by plastic adaption. 
Vessel calculation procedures, corresponding 
to the results obtained are presented. 
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General 

6. HU3UUT? and FREDERICS (20), reoark that 
"in g*e«ral the better experlrjontal technique, 
the lower the biaxial strength". In proposed 
criteria for polyaxial stresses, these authors 
take no credit for increased strength under 
biaxial conditions and propose failure criteria, 
based on naTlimn shear theory» This position 
i s often set in published papers. Thus i t i s 
advisable to study testing procedures end to 
consider hov representative 1'iey axe fox 
concrete in actual structures. 

Hanoaxial loading; 

7. d e standard cylindrical speciaen with s 
slenderness ratio V/jf • 2 gives a satisfactory 
cassure of the aonsixlal eoapressive strength 
because the failure occurs at or near the 
centre of the length in a sane unaffected by 
end effects. On the other hand when testing 
cubes, and effects have aa important effect on 
the result and so separators or pads are often 
inserted between the leading platens and the 
cube te eliainate or reduce these effects. 

8. It has been considered that such loading 
pads should ideally produce a null side friction 
and a high axial stiffness. IDtSB et al . 
( ) , 14) use steel brushes as pads corresponding 
directly to these conditions. It teens however 
that oonoaxial strength obtained in that way 
is sealler than that given by slender cylinders. 
The author thinks that such Iads, in contact 
with the concrete, provide a kind of nirror 
isage of the concrete with i t s defects; hence 
the effective length of defects in the loading 
direction say be doubled. The strength could' 
be divided by a factor up to «7 following the 
theory of fracture mechanics. 

9. * very loi strength i s observed i f flexible 
pads are used, for instance 0.25 on rubber 
plates used by KDBAYASCHX and KDYAHACI (10). 
Rubber tends to flow towards the periphery, 
providing unfair lateral forces on thé ends 
with direct effects on the rupture. Another 
effect could be a penetration ef the flexible 
pad Bsterlal into the softer areas of concrete, 
with the effect of extending the existing 
defects. lubricants can provide equivalent 
effects. 

10. The aatbor has used a special "pad" (flg.1) 
provided by a rubber cushion laterally restrained 
and applying a pseudo-hydraulic pressure on the 
end surface of f 80 sa, E 160 BS cylindrical 
specimens. The treasured strength for a given 
concrete i s 430 bars with ordinary cardboard 
pads and 410 bars with one "hydraulic'' pad. 
Such a detriaental effect should be avoided in a 
testing program. It see» that axJally st iff 
platens oust be used, the lateral friction 
coefficient regaining to be optimised. 

11. Tale lubricated thin netsllie foils as , 
used by UBHAY and CiCSOJ (2, 7) for triaxial 
teste have yielded accurate results in 
eor-oaxlal xesting. in alternative very sispl» 
pad, provided by a thin teflon layer (O.OJ ca) 
between the concrete and the steel plat*, gave 
good agreeaeat between cubes and cylinder teste, 
as found by the author. 

12. Such pads, optiuixed for noeoaxlal loading, 
can be used in bia-cial or tricxial tests 
without inducing large errors. 

Polyaxial loading 

13. Classical triaxial teats are perforsed 
by using a lateral hydraulic pressure trans-
Bitted to t œ concrète through a rubber jacket. 
It night be thought that such a loadirg cesses 
stress concentration effects by penetration into 
the softer areas of the sptciaen. 

14. Th hydraulic biaxial tests, as has been 
shown by rUHaCaUVI, reported by CABAS (4) and 
verified by the author, rupture occurs along a 
clear cut plane i n the orientation of zero 
coapression. The concrete continue» to resist 
the biaxial loading but total separation i s 
hastened and accentuated by the penetration of 
liquid into a crack. A «nail coepreasioa in 
the third direction prevents that prematura 
rupture, which cannot be obtained by biaxial 
loading through platens, unless possibly the 
platens have perfectly sliding surfaces. 
In the Authors' opinion this does not represent 
the true behaviour of the concrete. Tnt physical 
origin of that rupture could be the effect of 
hydraulic pressure acting on the hetrogsaeous 
material, introducing opening effects in cracks 
and the less rigid parts of the surface. Shis 
le not representative of real structures. 

15. Such hydraulic effects could explain a 
curious effect reported by PEWH3 (15). Sa» 
calculated sliding angle of sand is found to be 
lower when applying a lateral pressure, through 
a rubber jacket, to a sand cylinder wiVa axial 
restraint, than when applying an axial force 
with lateral restraint froa constant fcyiraulic 
pressure. In the first ease, the hydraulic 
pressure is higher than the axial stress and this 
•ay be explained by the penetration of the rubber 
Jacket in the weaker parts of the sand surface, 
creating axial effects. 

16. Such effects were apparently not net in 
the true triaxial teste of EASIB et al . (5, 19), 
using open thin tubes under hydraulic pressure, 
axial loading and torsion, thus eliminating 
platen effects, these results correlate with 
those of LWKAT and CACHOT (2, 7) using cube 
speeinene with talc lubricated- foi ls . 

17. Relatively weak caterlals have often been 
studied in triaxial states, perhaps became of 
the strength llaltations of the rigi lightveigat 
and lean concrete by LX2SS et al. (3, 14), lean 
concrete by BBfrACCHX and BEU0T7I (6), light
weight concrete by GLOSS and PATAS (8), ROSSrSAL 
and CUK3XICH ( i j ) , PAUHISVAUT and BKiS (12). 
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The •relative strength increase obtained under 
triaxial compression without hydraulic affecta, 
Mass, to increase with the ratio of coopressive 
to tensile strength, or with the tendency to 
rupture by splitting and not by crushing. 
18. Decreases of strength In Mariai compressive 
stress have also been reported by CAIUS (4) who 
used a wire winding systea on a cylinder. The 
precise effect of such a winding is not quite 
clears either the winding is single-layered 
with no contact between the spirals and thus 
stress concentrations appear daring winding, 
or the spirals axe joined in several layers 
and cause an axial extension. Both effects 
lead to preaature rupture. 
Conclusion 

19. the author considers that the «est results 
which show for strong concretes, a large 
increase of strength in the case of biaxial 
eonpression, say be sore reliable, for such 
concretes, than some published remits giving 
a snail or nil increase. 
BOPTDcB AHD FAT1OTS TESTS WITH SCtSSS 
C05CSRRA.TI0H 
Puraoso of tee study 
20. In the design of nuclear Tassels, the levels 
of conpressive stress are limited by strict 
specifications although the upper levels usually 
correspond with the case in which the vessel 
is not subjected to internal pressure i.e. the 
ease of prestress alone and consequently 
present no danger. 
21. these restrictions are derived froa the 
usual engineering codes relating to flexural 
structures where the compression level increases 
with the loading. Hence such codes say be 
unnecessarily restrictive for vessels. . * 
Moreover, the shape of the vessels lead to u****** 
compressive stress concentration "near to» J-*$j*** 
internal wall, a case without •euivalenee in 
ordinary engineering. 
22. Seas regulations have conceded that, on 
account of stress redistribution *M». to 
plasticity, one could be satisfied with global 
checking of the structure, but it has been iuM-~ 
considered that such a practice should be 
justified by tests using different materials. 

X 25. the loading Involves triaxial congress Ion 
and pre-existing defects must play a'part in 
the initiation of rupture. This suggests 
that scale-effects say not be very important. 
Tor this reason, tests have been performed 
at Saclay on closed-tube specimens that can be 
compared with very small models of vessels. 
The preslressing effect is simulated by an 
outer hydraulic pressure, the inner cavity 
being kept under ataospherie pressure (fig. 2), 

l*JS. 

Testing procedure» 
24. The specJaens are tubes closed at both 
ends, with an inner diaseter a - 40 ra and an 
outer disaster b • SO sa. These are nade of 
two glued "goblets'*, which have been obtained 
by external and internal core boring in a 
aaterial blocks strain-gauges axe fixed inside 
the specimen in tangential and axial directions. 
The specimens are wrapped in a flexible leak-
tight cover and plased in a cell in which the 
pressure can reach up to 1000 bars. 
2*>. Q e selected caterials for the specimen» 

- graphite (nuclear quality), as a soft and 
tension resistant material, 

- porphyry aggregate eicxe-conerete, already 
used by KABEJ (5, 19), 

- fine concrets, called "Bugey-cencrete», a 
type used by GiCBOO (2, 7), 

. high strength fine concrete, with limestone 
aggregates iron Vallée Heureuse, 

- Carrare marble, which is a very homogeneous 
material. 

26. Rupture tests were first carried cut, and 
then fatigue tests in which the pressure was 
varied between ambient and an increasing value 
below the rupture pressure. The weakening is 
estimated from the remaining internal pressure 
strength of the wall, ctasured by pushing a 
rubber chuck into one of the "goblets". 
(figs. Î and 4). 
Evaluation analysis 
27. Elastic theory provides, from LAKE'S 
formula, stress and deformation fields for 
the closed tube, the diameter ratio being 
b/a « 2, subjected to external pressure . 
P. Calling P» « Pb2/0>2 - a2), the stresses 
at the inters! vail ares (fig 5), 

°» 2 p» 
0 , , ?» 

. 0* . 0 
and the deformations at the internal wall ares 

ft» i f 0 - M 
£r - f (- K» 

JLs. g-v 
1 - 2 V 

*5 fory- 0.2 



28. For stress states corresponding to tha 
ratios (O, 1, 2), os» obtain*, fzoa experiments 
on reslatl&g concrete, rupture valu»» in tha 
z*n£» of (0 ; 0.95 Oc. 1.90c), CTe being ta» 
uniaxial rupture valu*. For smterials such as 
graphite, for which tha tensile strength reachea 
one third of the compressive strength, one can 
obtain, free the K&G&S and AtJDUKKMa correlation 
(21) values in the range of (0, 0.60Q, 1. icr e ) . 

29. If no stress redistribution occurred we 
wold have: 

for concretes C^ « 2.67 P « 1.9CE 
hence P • 0.7116 0^ 

and for graphite 2.67 P » 1.2CTC hence 
P - 0.45CT c 

Suppure test remits 

30. Besults «rs shovn in figures 6 and 7. 

For the concretes, one obtainss 

P > v 1.2CT (Instead of 0.7116CT ) e o 
And for graphite: 

P ^xx 0.9CT c (instead of 0.45CC.) 

Por earbls, rapture did not occur under s —w»»w 
pressure of 1050 bars. 

31. The considerable effect of stress ' 
redistribution compared with elastic analysis 
can be seen here. 

32. The deformation diagraas show, at the 
beginning, approximately linear carres with 
values: 

E / e • 3.5 to 4 that l a v 0.25 to 0.286 

As theV value i s relatively high for these 
Baterials, i t seems that the thickness of tha 
gauge itself has contributed to Increase the 
nessured value of \> . 

Tha value of £ , z corresponds with the elastic 
déformation foxoula, taking the actual £ value 
and V - 0.2 

33» As pressure rises, the slope increases 
for the tangential daforaation and decreases 
for the axial deformation. The naxfntn 
deloxsation £ « for the concrètes exceed 
3 x 10-3, The rupture occurs suddenly, 
generally by opening inwards a kind of door or 
panel (about J OBX } en) rotating about one 
•f i t s sides parallel to the asd.s. The 
failure line runs generally through the 
concrete aggregates, which isplle* that 
the failure was not caused by weakness of the 
casent paste. 

34. The following average values of stress in 
the wall nay be obtained; 

Of « P/2 
C Î - 4 P/3 

The average tangential stress reaches 
therefore about 2.4C7C for concrete. £1 the 
ease of stresses in the above ratio, one would 
reach, in a homogeneous field, sose rupture 
values above 7CT C forCfc , that is failure 
pressure in the range of 3.5CTC. 

33» As it can seen, it would be too 
optlaistic to assise a eooplete stress 
redistribution, but the triaxiality and 
redistribution effects axe very important 
indeed. 

Fatigue test results 

36. Results are shown in fig. 8. 

37. One takes the scan value PB of 2 or 3 
tests, aa the reference value for the rupture; 
fatigue stressing of 10 cycles (oach of then 
lasts ten ninutes), under the successive 
pressures of 0.6 Pjt, 0.7 Pft, 0.8 Pa cad 0.9 P», 
are perforaed on new specisens. Déformations 
during fatigue stressing are about 10$ higher 
than during rupture tests for each pressure 
level. A peraanent deforsatloa, which has 
about that 10JÉ value, appears when the pressure 
is removed, with a snail increase during 
cycling at a given pressure level, 

38. As rupture does not occur after testing 
to 0.9 PK pressure level, one night suppose 
that the rupture level is only little 
affected. On the other hand the effects of 
fatigue appear in the leaktightness devices 
the failure of which curtailed coopletlon of 
the schedule, 

39- The lowering of the 'tensile strength of 
the oaterial, Beasored during the expansion 
test with the rubber chuck, is on tha othsr 
hand significant. The rupturo shows extensive 
separation of concrete aggregate and pasts 
due to fatigue. . . . . . . . 

40, The results nay be compared with data 
obtained at the Kaval Civil Engineering 
laboratory, California (16, 17, 18), froa 
tests on concrete spheres and tubes under 
external pressure, 

41, Tubes and spheres bays a 16" external 
disaster, with thicknesses fro» 1" to 4". 
80s* 66> disaster spheres have been built with 
4*129" thickness. The ratio of external 
sup cure pressure to concrete coapxessive 
strength neaeured on cylinders is given in 
fig. 9, where author's results for saaller 
tubes are reported. 



<i: Tha KSI results ax* «bout half th» author's 
and that i s very surprising. It could be 
attributed to several càuseat pure aeala affect 
(rati» 5), affect of loading tiae (ratio atout 
2), fabrication affacts (noul&ed concrete for 
•XSl), penetration of water into the BCSL 
concrete, la th» author*• opinion, acala . 
effects cannot explain tha major part of th» 
difference, because in other triaxial progress, 
ha cat no aigaif icant dlffaraneaa between large 
and snail speelBeas. ïh» aajer affact could 
ha attributad to fabrication hetexogeaeitiee 
and surface effects which ara avoided by 
'soring tUhas out of eorxrete blocks. An 
inalvsis of tha triaxial properties of tha 
SCSt concretes would b» interesting. 

Conclusion 

45. The «call scale nodal tests have shown 
that the resistance to external pressure vas 
nath higher than the one calculated in the 
elastic hypothesis wit» local rupture criteria. 
Osa obtains average stxassas in the vail 
«goal to 2.4 tines tha moo-axial rupture limit, 
thanks to the combined affects of polyaxiality 
and plasticity. 

44. Sinilax results nave bean obtained with 
aatarials of different grain sires and strengths. 
In other works carried out in tha field of 
triaxiality the author has observed saall 
strength difference between different sise 
specinens; i t can V» deduced that.the results 
obtained say be extended to larger vessels 
vith l i t t l e scale affects. 

45. loading under hydraulic pressure, which 
does not relax, introduces an unfavourable 
effect la eosparisoa vith a prestressing 
loading, which declines with t^sa. fhis effect 
cannot be estfnated here. - j ^ ^^J»^ »W«. 

4$. Tha results presented by the B*val Civil 
engineering laboratory are however such less 
favourable, and the author cannot be sure 
that a l l the difference is due to the 
preparation of the tpecioens. 

STR35S CRITERIA FOR D28ICH 

47« I» classical structures, flexural probless 
doainate and a large past of the concrete i s 
directly stressed by tha loading. In prestressed 
presar-n vassale however, concrete providae 
esaen al ly rigidity and ia largely unloaded 
by th» pressure. Design criteria which have 
bean developed for the foxner structures nay 
not be relevant fox toe latter one». It seen* 
that strass llnitation cay be less consaxvatlve 
for the prestressing loading ease, the bulk of 
V* précautions being related to verifying a 
eound behaviour of osteriels under loading 
cycle*, Halted daforaations relative to the 
eeshanleal functions of the stiuctuxa, and 
ability to resist limit-state eases related 
to safety. 

48. Sttsh a distinction ia to su» extant 
introduced in classical design eodea, by tha 
fact that stress levels are United taking 
aecvsst of tha Unit-state considered} the 
prestreieisr, cas» la however taken as a loading 
case t&are full atresa limitation sjuat be 
applied, a=i this la not appropriate. 

49. Che prsblea of Uniting design stress 
values in concrete i s ooaplajt because of the 
follrJisg joints; 

- eraap ard shrinkage affecta give a noa-
clastie behaviour, 

- veakaniag effects related to different 
levels of loading are not wall known. 

- triaxial affects are not recognised ia 
tha ease way by different authors. Th» 
problem baa bean dealt with in fomer 
projects and in current eodea for vessels 
by adopting as a basis the elastic 
calculation, affected by BOB» corrections by: 

. lowering the elastic nodulus for 
pereanent loading, 

. peraltting higher levels for local peak 
•tresses, ox allowing SOBS stress 
redistribution criteria whan stream 
concentration occurs. 

50. Only conservative values for triaxial 
strength are allowed. Tessel design criteria 
are not standarized in franca, but regulations 
have bean issued for gas-reactors. In these 
régulations stress liaitations in respect of 
rupture values are conservative, but increased 
values ia case of Bultiaxial loading may be 

' adopted, subject to experiaental desonstration. 
For the vessels which have been built up to 
now, tha Caquot's characteristic curve theory 
which allows no stress increase in the biaxial 
ease, has been applied due to the lack of 
experimental results ia biaxial and triaxial ' 
fields. The vessels now designed oust benefit 
froa today's Increased knowledge. 

51. In a water reactor vesael, currently in 
the design stage, the following criteria are 
provisionally applied to concret»» 

atresa values are obtained by elastic 
calculation. 

defonations are obtained by applying 
a reduced Young's oodulus for'long-tern 
and thamic loadings. 

52. Stress limitations are obtained following 
the "leaniscoid" nodal Introduced by ttegnas 
and Attiibext (21). The parameters of the 
lesnieeoldel surface are adapted not to rupture 
conditions but to tha following criteria! 

1/5 of true strength in nbnoaxial coBpreseion, 

1/2 of flonoaxial true strength, at the 
east, in a biaxial field (that gives the 
rati» 1.29 for equal stresses), 

2 tlses «he nonoaxial true strength, n*r\rm 
la th» CMS ef triaxial coaprassioa* 



53. - the allowable stress field represented by 
fis» 10 la relevant te a. 600 bar ranooxtal 
strength. 
54. Ccaproseivo peak stresses, obtained by 
elastic calculation. Bay iceon 1.$ tints the 
proceeding values subject to a. global SBC 
limitation ia the total extra forces trsnsnitted 
làis way through any representative section. 
If Rich aa increased stress level is exceeded 
locally, the useful stress oust be liaited to 
the allowable value, and is nullified if the 
larger strain reaches the figure of 0.002. 

55- For the ultloate collapse oalcalatioa with 
ttrocture divided into concrete blocks, true 
triaxial rupture strength nay be used. 
;5. It ia «vident that sethods based on elsstio 
calcuXstioB ax* only steps toward true 
rheologieal calculations, s very difficult 
problea when taking into account the full 
history of the structure, The anther hopes 
that such rheologlcal calculation will beeoao 
feasible and capable of application to the 
problea of sef* and economic design of pre-
stressed concrets pressure vessels. 

57- AcxnowlodgOBontst the author thanks 
Krs. UUSSUfSC and Mr. ROBES? free the CE*. 
Concrets Laboratory st Saelay, who have 
carried cut with care and accuracy the 
testing progrès described above. 
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